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ABSTRACT Feature selection is critical in reducing the size of data and improving classifier accuracy by

selecting an optimum subset of the overall features. Traditionally, each feature is given a score against a

particular category (such as using Mutual Information) and the task of feature selection comes down to

choosing the top k ranked features with the best average score across all categories. However, this approach

has two major drawbacks. Firstly, the maximum or average score of a feature with a class might not

necessarily determine its discriminating strength among samples of other classes. Secondly, most feature

selection methods only use the scores to select the discriminating features from the corpus without taking

into account the redundancy of information provided by the selected features. In this paper, we propose a

new feature ranking score measure called the Discriminative Mutual Information (DMI) score. This score

helps to select features that distinguish samples of one category against all other categories. Moreover,

Non-Redundant Feature Selection (NRFS) heuristic is also proposed that explicitly takes the problem of

feature redundancy into account when selecting the features set. The performance of our approach is

investigated and comparedwith other feature selection techniques on datasets derived from high-dimensional

text corpora using multiple classification algorithms. The results show that the proposed method leads to

better classification micro-F1 score as compared to other state-of-the-art methods. In particular, the proposed

method shows great improvement when the number of selected features are small as well as an overall higher

robustness to label noise.

INDEX TERMS Feature selection, mutual information, label noise, classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid increase in our capacity to generate data, stor-

ing and retrieving data efficiently has become increasingly

difficult. An interesting and active area of current research

is to develop ways in which we can arrange data, particularly

non-structured data such as text. Specifically, the tasks of doc-

ument clustering and classification have become one of the

most powerful tools to arrange data, e.g. text corpora [1], [2].

Text categorization is the process of assigning a class or cat-

egory (from a set of existing classes) to a new test document

on the basis of some classification model. The classification

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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model itself is built by learning patterns from training data

whose category labels are known a priori [3]–[5].

Feature selection is an important and integral part of text

classification. Textual data usually contains a very large

vocabulary, thereby, making it susceptible to the well-known

problem of curse of dimensionality [6], [7]. Within the dictio-

nary set, however, only a subset of features (terms/words in

this case) are helpful in discriminating between categories of

documents while an overwhelming majority are usually quite

generic in nature, connecting phrases, emphasizing a verb or

a noun, etc. This can lead to 2 possible drawbacks - firstly,

when we feed a document to a classifier, the majority of

the non (or less) discriminative words might overshadow the

finer patterns among the discriminative words; and secondly,

with increasing dimensionality, any two documents taken at
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random tend to have almost the same similarity scores. More-

over, most classifiers such as Neural Networks [8], SVMs [9],

k-Nearest Neighbors(kNN) [10], semantic based classifica-

tion [11], [12] among many others, increase in computational

complexity with increasing number of features. To cope with

these problems feature extraction and feature selection have

been proposed in the literature, for instance in [13]–[15].

Feature extraction is a conceptual feature reduction method

which creates a new feature set based on transformation and

combination of the original feature set [16]. Feature selection,

the relatively more commonly used technique focus of our

study, refers to the selection of a subset of features from

the overall feature set, usually based on some scoring func-

tion [17].

Feature selection is usually done via two methodologies –

filter methods and wrapper methods. Filters select a subset

of the features as a preprocessing step whereas in the case of

wrapper methods, the feature selection happens with the help

of the classifier prediction, using the classification as an aid

for feature selection and interactively selecting features. Filter

methods are usually less complex and more widely used in

document classification. The most widely used measures are

the Mutual Information (MI), Information Gain (IG), Term

Frequency (TF), etc. (see for instance [17]–[19] ), which are

used to assign a score to a particular feature. After tagging

a score to each feature, the features are then sorted, and we

select the k features with the highest score representing the k

best (most informative) features.

We identify two major drawbacks with the above-

mentioned classical feature selection techniques. Firstly, fea-

tures are selected incrementally based on their score rank.

Therefore, while the next selected feature may be discrim-

inative, some of the features do not necessarily provide

any new information i.e., they occur in the same document

set as previously selected features. Rather, these new fea-

tures may provide redundant information that already exist

as a result of a prior selected feature. In this regard, sev-

eral authors have suggested more advanced techniques that

explicitly take non-redundant feature selection such as the

Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (MRMR) algo-

rithm by [20], Normalized Mutual Information based Feature

Selection (NMIFS) algorithm by [21], etc. Almost all of these

algorithms, however, suffer from a high order of computa-

tional complexity. For instance, the MRMR feature selection

algorithm has a complexity of O(vk2) where v is the total

number of features and k is the number of selected feature

set.

Secondly, a score-based feature selection has to be esti-

mated from the available data. This may become a problem

when our category labels in the training data do not reflect the

true nature of the data. This can be considered as noise. There

could be different types of noise – for instance, the labels

in the training data do not reflect the actual categories (label

noise), the presence of outliers that may distort the informa-

tion score of a feature, etc. When working with real world

datasets, it is quite common that some of the training labels

might be mislabeled [22]. In general, the information about

which samples might be incorrectly labeled as well as their

percentage in the total data set are both missing. It has been

shown that only a few mislabeled samples can cause a large

percentage of the most discriminative features to remain

unidentified [22]. In such cases, traditional techniques like the

onesmentioned abovemay not generate a good representative

subset of the features. Therefore, any feature selection tech-

nique should be resistant to label noise and base its selection

on strong statistical correlations in addition to training labels.

In our approach, we exploit the statistical relations existing

within the data to select a feature subset. Hence, a mislabeled

sample is less likely to hurt the feature selection process.

Our primary objective in this study is to reduce the

drawbacks of traditional feature selection techniques without

drastically increasing the time complexity. Therefore, we pro-

pose modifications in existing techniques such as Mutual

Information or Information Gain to improve both the scoring

criteria and the selection mechanism. These modifications

help in ranking features based on their discriminative power

(between categories) as well as in assuring some diversity

in the set of features that will eventually be used by the

classifiers. Therefore, we improve on the performance of

traditional techniques but without employing sophisticated

selection criteria, which may result in less redundancy among

features, but is usually quite expensive (computationally).

A. CONTRIBUITION

To minimize the first drawback, we examine the mutual

information-based feature selection using both the average

and maximum MI scores between features and categories.

It is observed that when a given feature has high MI score

with more than one class, it may not be highly discriminative

during the classification process. Therefore, we modify the

scoring criteria and propose a new scoring mechanism that

ranks features that highly discriminate only one category

from the rest. Therefore, our features are ranked on this new

scoring rather than simple MI or IG scores.

The second drawback arises due to the selection technique.

Features with high MI or IG scores may not necessarily

aid the classification if they occur in the same set of sam-

ples. Therefore, it is important that the selection process

choses diverse yet highly discriminative features. However,

the computational time in seeking non-redundant features

in most advanced techniques is prohibitive. This is mostly

because, at each iteration, they compare the new feature to

be selected with each of the already selected feature(s). We,

therefore, propose a simple yet intuitive way to keep track

of the documents that have already been represented by the

selected set of features. New features are now selected based

on both their discriminative rank score and their coverage of

unrepresented documents in the dataset until all documents

are well represented.

Additionally, we also study the effect of label noise which

is also a serious concern in both classification and feature

selection.We compare and evaluate different feature selection
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methods for their robustness and resistance to label noise.

With random noise distribution in the training labels, feature

scores might be misleading, which is known to adversely

affect the accuracy of classification [23]. Because the whole

process of feature selection depends upon labels in the train-

ing corpora, it is hard to develop an analytical model that

can wholly and accurately eliminate the adverse effect of

label noise. To this end, we perform several tests to provide

empirical evidence that our proposed method normalizes a

feature’s information score both relative to its occurrence in

the documents of a specific category as well as its information

score in other categories.

In summary, the contributions in this paper are as follows:

• As a first contribution, we propose a new feature ranking

score for document classification that helps in identify-

ing highly discriminative features.

• Secondly, we propose a heuristic that selects non-

redundant features in a computationally efficient

manner.

• Finally, we explore and evaluate the behavior of sev-

eral traditional and non-redundant feature selection tech-

niques on data with label noise by varying the number

of features and the percentage of noisy labels.

Our experiments show that the proposed method selects

a better representative feature subset that is evident by

an improved classification accuracy. Moreover, the pro-

posed method is computationally less expensive than other

advanced feature selection techniques while being equally or

more tolerant to label noise on the tested datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we review several state-of-the-art feature scoring and selec-

tion techniques that also serves as a background of our pro-

posed method. Section III presents the proposed fast and

robust method for selecting features. Section IV details our

experimental setup and gives a comparative analysis of the

proposed approach with existing methods. Finally, we con-

clude our work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Many feature selection scores have been proposed in the liter-

ature both to decrease the computational complexity of classi-

fication algorithms and as a way to increase the classification

accuracies. Earlier studies, such as [17], [24], concentrated on

the classical approaches of using feature scores to select a set

of ranked feature. During the last decade, several algorithms

have been proposed that consider additional information,

such as the information content being provided by each suc-

cessive feature set. Perhaps the most popular among these

approaches is by Peng et al. [20] called the minimum redun-

dancy and maximum relevance (mRMR) feature-selection

method, used to select a subset of genes from gene expression

datasets. Another algorithm was proposed by [21] that uses

mutual information to select the next feature to be added

to an existing feature set, from the original dataset. More

recently, authors in [25] proposed a technique by maximizing

the global information gain (MGIG) for feature selection in

which the information content of the selected feature subset

is considered as a whole rather than that of individual features

making up the subset. These algorithms are based on metrics

like Information gain, mutual information, and statistical tests

such as the Chi- square for term scoring. We briefly describe

some of these metrics and their related algorithms below.

A. NOTATIONS

In the paper, we shall useD ∈ ℜm×v to denote the data matrix,

where m is the number of instances (here documents) and v

is the number of features (here words). Let F = {f 1, . . . .f v
denote the v features vectors where f i ∈ ℜm, and d1 . . . .dm
denote the m instances where d i ∈ ℜv. We can denote the

matrix D =
{

f 1, . . . .f v
}

as a set of feature (column) vectors,

or D = {d1 . . . .dm} as a set of document (row) vectors. Let

S denotes the set of selected features f 1, . . . .f k, and k be the

number of selected features. C is a set of all the categories,

ci, i ∈ 1 . . . n where n is the number of categories. We will

use fi when simply referring to the ith feature and fi when

emphasizing its vector properties.

B. SCORE BASED FEATURE SELECTION

There are numerous score-based feature selection methods

that have been used in the literature. Chi-square test is a

widely used statistical technique [26] which measures the

lack of independence between a feature f and a class c. This

particular technique is known to be better for multi-class

problems but might ignore words with a lower count. Doc-

ument Frequency (DF) is one of the simplest methods for

feature selection where features are selected on the basis of

their occurrence in documents and a predefined threshold is

set so that only features having more occurrences will be

selected. Probability Ratio is another technique which can be

used to produce a ranking of features based on how frequently

they are correctly identified as being relevant. The ratio is

defined in terms of sample true positive rate over sample false

negative rate. Another method is the Filter Based Method

(FBM) that uses t-statistics to filter features. It assumes a pos-

itive value to one class and negative values to all other classes

and uses a statistical approach to define the significance of

each feature [27]. A detailed discussion and analysis of the

first 3 techniques can be found in [17], [27], [28].

Statistical methods, such as those mentioned above, are

simple and readily applicable but do not usually result in

a high accuracy value for most classifiers [17]. Among the

conventional approaches, these methods are considered to

be the simplest feature selection methods with manageable

complexity of O(v) where v is the number of terms. Informa-

tion theory based scores are preferred for text categorization

as they have been shown to give better classification accu-

racy [17], [19], [21], [29]. We discuss some of the popular

scores below.

1) MUTUAL INFORMATION (MI)

Mutual information (strictly, the point-wise mutual infor-

mation) [17] separately measures the term’s (word’s) total
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strength integrated with each category of documents. Mutual

information shows how much a term is related to a particular

category. Given fi, a term from the set of terms, and cj,

a category from the set of categories, we define

(

fi; cj
)

= log
Pr

(

fi, cj
)

Pr (fi)Pr
(

cj
) (1)

where Pr denotes the probability. Naturally, I(f, c) results

as zero if f and c are independent. The values from Equa-

tion 1 show the relationship of a given term with one given

category. To compute the overall term’s score, we use one of

the following two ways:

Iavg (fi;C) =
∑n

j=1
Pr

(

cj
)

I
(

fi, cj
)

(2)

Imax (fi;C) = maxnj=1

{

I
(

fi, cj
)}

(3)

We will use the same mutual information criterion given in

Equation 1 in our proposed algorithm (Section III).

2) INFORMATION GAIN (IG)

Information gain [17] measures how much information we

get for category prediction, given the presence or absence of

a particular term. The average information gain from a term

f is defined as

G (f ) = −

n
∑

i=1

Pr (ci) logPr (ci) + Pr (f )

×

n
∑

i=1

Pr (ci | f ) logPr (ci | f )

+Pr (f )

n
∑

i=1

Pr
(

ci | f̄
)

logPr
(

ci | f̄
)

(4)

where f̄ denotes the absence of f . Information gain basically

shows variation in entropy with respect to the presence or

absence of the particular term, f. IG is also called as expected

MI.

Although score-based feature selection methods are easy

to use and also have less complexity, they do not consider

the existing feature set when selecting a new feature to be

added to the set of selected features. Rather, these algorithms

only base their decision on the individual score of the term.

As mentioned previously, this may result in new features

having redundant information getting selected. Thus, some

documents may be represented by many features while other

documents might get less or even no features in the reduced

feature space after feature selection.

C. ADVANCED FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

To avoid the drawbacks mentioned in the last section, several

algorithms have been proposed that consider the existing

selected features for making an informed decision on the next

feature to be selected. These algorithms have been called as

non-redundant feature selectionmethods or higher order fea-

ture selection methods in the literature [20], [25]. These algo-

rithms consider multiple factors before choosing a feature,

such as redundancy problem, balancing features according to

classes, etc. as an integrated part of feature selection.

1) MUTUAL INFORMATION BASED FEATURE SELECTION

(MIFS)

The authors in [30] used this approach, based on mutual

information by formulating a criteria for feature selection,

except for the first feature. The first feature is selected based

on maximum mutual information among all the features.

Additional features will be selected if they maximize the

following

I (C; fi) − β
∑

fs∈S
I (fs; fi) (5)

where β is a user defined parameter that regulates the relative

importance of redundancy among candidate feature and the

set of already selected features. The first part of the equation

calculates relevance of a particular feature vector to be added

with respect to the category, and the second part estimates the

redundancy among the ith feature fi with respect to already

selected feature set, S.

2) MINIMUM REDUNDANCY AND MAXIMUM RELEVANCE

(mRMR)

In [20], authors presented an approach based on minimizing

the redundancy while retaining the relevance of the feature

set. This approach is also based on the mutual information

criteria. The key ideas of this algorithm are maximizing the

relevance of the feature while minimizing the redundancy

with existing feature set. The authors calculate the weightage

of a feature fi not only with respect to the classes, I (C, fi), but

also considering themutual information with the selected fea-

tures, I
(

fi, fj
)

. MRMR selects that feature which maximizes

following criteria

max
fi∈F−Sk−1

[I (fi;C) −
1

k − 1

∑

fj∈Sk−1

I
(

fi; fj
)

(6)

Here F is the set of actual features and Sk−1 is the set of

selected features, prior to selecting the k th feature. A draw-

back in the MIFS algorithm was that with the increase in

number of selected feature set, the right-hand term (cumu-

lative sum) increases in magnitude which could overshadow

the value of the left hand term (MI score). As a result,

the discriminatory power of the later features is less relevant

to its non-redundancy score. In mRMR, this drawback has

somewhat been resolved by normalizing the total sum with

the size of S instead of β factor in MIFS.

3) NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION FEATURE

SELECTION (NMIFS)

In [21], authors extended the framework used by MIFS to

use the average normalized MI as a measure of redundancy

between the ith feature and the already selected feature set.

They have defined normalizedMI between fi and fs,NI (fi, fs)

as the MI normalized by the minimum entropy of both fea-

tures. Selection of the first feature takes place in a similar
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fashion as inMIFS. Afterwards, all other features are selected

based on maximizing the following

max
fi∈F−S

[I (fi; c) −
1

|S|

∑

fj∈S

NI
(

fi; fj
)

(7)

The technique works similarly to mRMR except that it uses

normalized MI among the selected feature set and feature

vector to be added instead of non-normalized MI as has been

used in mRMR.

4) MAXIMIZING GLOBAL INFORMATION GAIN (MGIG)

All the higher order or non-redundant feature selection algo-

rithms discussed above have a polynomial time complexity

in O(vk2). Recently, Shang et al. proposed a novel feature

selection technique known as theMGIG [25]. They have tried

to reduce the computational complexity for selecting features.

To this end, they proposed to use a new metric, called GIG

or Global Information Gain, as a method to compute the

information score of a feature. Feature selection is now based

on how much a feature contributes toward achieving global

information gain. Selecting a particular feature depends on

how much it maximizes

argmax(pr (f̃Sk+1
)H(pr (C | f̃Sk+1

))

− pr (fk+1)H(pr (C | fk+1))) (8)

where S is the subset of selected features, k is the number of

features already selected, H is the entropy measure, and f̃ is a

virtual term that results from combining all currently selected

features into a single term. Thus, instead of comparing a

new feature with each individual feature in the selected set,

we need to perform only one comparison.

5) BALANCED INFORMATION GAIN BASED FEATURE

SELECTION (BIGFS)

Information gain is computed based on probabilities and

does not consider the frequencies of occurrences of words in

documents. The authors in [31] argue that not only does the

frequency of occurrence matters, but also that positive cor-

relation is a major factor in text classification while negative

correlation has a secondary role. This means that the occur-

rence of a term vs. the non-occurrence of a term should be

treated in a different manner. In their approach, they propose

using a frequency-based occurrence (instead of binary) and

also introduce the notion of a balance factor to control the

conditional entropy in the computation of IG.

6) COMPOSITION OF FEATURE RELEVANCY (CFS)

More recently, the authors in [55] proposed a modification to

the feature score and selection strategy of mRMR technique.

The relevancy score is computed by computing the joint con-

ditional information of the candidate feature with a category

given the set of selected features, and the feature redundancy

is given by the joint information of the candidate feature,

categories, and selected features. Results have shown that

CFS has been able to outperform state-of-the-art techniques

on a variety of datasets.

Similarly, several other methods have been proposed for

feature selection, for instance [18], [32], [33]. A complete sur-

vey of feature selection methods is beyond the scope of this

paper. However, a summary of commonly employed feature

selection algorithms appears in Table 1. We restrict ourselves

to those methods using mutual information or related scores,

and omit other approaches such as [56], [57] which are based

on search using evolutionary strategies. More recent methods

have also been proposed, particularly those using informa-

tion theory and suitable for high-dimensional data such as

in [58]–[62].

An excellent survey of mutual information based feature

selection methods, along with an empirical study of their

drawbacks can be found in [28] and [58]. For a compre-

hensive survey on feature selection for text classification,

we refer interested readers to [63], while a survey on feature

selection using optimization schemes is presented in [64].

All of the algorithms discussed above try to deal with

the problem of redundancy during feature selection, while

retaining their discriminatory values (information contents).

A general drawback of these approaches, however, is the

computation complexity since each feature warrants a com-

parison with all selected features to minimize redundancy.

This usually runs into polynomial time and might be a major

hurdle in using these higher order feature selection algorithms

in the real world, where the number of features could be quite

large.

III. PROPOSED NON-REDUNTANT FEATURE SELECTION

(NRFS)

In this section, we detail our proposed feature selection

technique called Non-Redundant Feature Selection (NRFS).

The proposed algorithm is based on the mutual information

(Section II, subsection B.1) criteria. However, we improve the

method in two aspects – the modified score to better judge

the discriminatory power of a feature, and a heuristic based

feature selection method to select non-redundant features.

We show why using the sum (or taking the maximum) of

individual feature-to-class MI scores might not be a good

idea which is the motivation behind our first improvement.

Secondly, we show a potential drawback in the traditional

mutual information selection method and motivate the need

of selecting the features heuristically, instead of on the basis

of ranked score alone. The proposed algorithm is a combina-

tion of these two strategies which we discuss below.

A. DISCRIMINATIVE MUTUAL INFORMATION (DMI)

SCORE FOR FEATURE SELECTION

Mutual Information based feature selection, as proposed

in [17], first calculates the MI score of each feature with

respect to each class. The global MI score assigned to a par-

ticular feature is based on either Equation (2) or (3) discussed

in the previous section. These features are then sorted based

on their MI scores (in descending order) and the algorithm
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TABLE 1. Summary of important feature selection techniques.

selects the top k features from the dataset. This, however, may

not be a good strategy to find highly discriminative features

as explained below.

Consider the point-wise mutual information of three fea-

tures – f1, f2, and f3 with four categories c1-c4 as given

in Table 2. The values in the table show the respective MI

scores of each feature with respect to a category label. Using

TABLE 2. MI score calculation via 2 different objective functions.

the traditional MI criteria (Equation 3 in Section II, subsec-

tion B) with the max function, for instance, would select

feature f1 as the topmost feature since it has maximum score

of 1.80 with category c3. This, however, ignores the fact that

feature f1 also has a high MI score with other categories.

Therefore, even though feature f1 has the highest global MI

score, it has less discriminative capability to categorize a

sample in the test data since its occurrence does not signify a

high probability of the test sample belonging to a particular

category. Similarly, using the average of MI scores (Equa-

tion 2 in Section II, subsection B) results in features f1, f2, and

f3 have a global MI score of 1.38, 0.915, and 0.425 respec-

tively. As before, feature f1 will get selected due to its highest

average MI score. In reality, however, even though feature f3
has a smallerMI score of just 1.2 with category c1 but its score

with the rest of the classes are relatively lower. This implies

that it may have more discriminative power as compared to

f1 or f2. Hence, feature f3 is a better candidate to help predict

the category of a test sample as compared to f1 or f2.

In order to avoid selecting features with less discriminative

powers, we propose to modify the criterion for determining

the most discriminative feature. In our proposed method,

the final global MI score is computed as a ratio such that

features that have a higher variation between their maximum

MI score with a particular category and their scores with

the rest of the categories are preferred over features with a

lower variation. Thus, it is more important that a feature’s MI

score with one category stands out over its scores with the

other categories rather than only having a high MI score. Let

n be the number of categories, ci represent the i
th category

of documents, Ni be the number of documents belonging

to category ci, f be the feature, f̄ denote not occurrence of

f, and ci be the category. Then, the Discriminative Mutual

Information (DMI) is computed using the equation below (9),

as shown at the bottom of the next page:

The first part of the equation helps to deal with imbal-

anced data where number of documents in the categories

are unequal, while the second part takes the ratio of the MI

score of a feature with a category with respective to its scores

with other categories. Applying the DMI score given by

Equation (9) on the example given in Table 2 shows the effect

of this modification. The new DMI criteria now normalizes

the scores in relation to other categories. Assuming equal

documents (say 250) in each category, the new score for

features f1, f2, and f3 would be 0.16, 0.23, and 0.8 respectively.

Therefore, new ranking of the features would be f3 > f2 >

f1 and f3 would be the top ranked feature due to its more

discriminating power.
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B. HEURISTIC BASED FEATURE SELECTION

A second and more significant improvement in our proposed

feature selection algorithm is the criteria for selecting features

by avoiding redundancy as a result of incremental feature

selection. The idea here is that selection of a given feature

should depend, in addition to its DMI score about the cat-

egories, on the new information it brings into the subset of

already selected features. Here, by information we mean that

the feature occurs in document(s) not previously represented

by the existing subset of selected features. In this way, the new

feature adds to the information of the category and can be

used by a classification algorithm. A feature with a slightly

lower DMI score but one that helps in discriminating more

documents should be preferred over a feature with a higher

score that has redundant information. We could use the graph

analogy to better understand the idea behind our proposed

method. Consider documents as nodes in a graph and a feature

occurring in two documents as an edge (connection) between

these two nodes. Then, our goal is to select features that will

provide a full graph connectivity.

The methodology of feature selection is as follows. Recall

that F represents a set of feature vectors {f1 . . . fvI} corre-

sponding to D. We maintain a vector Rm×1 whose length

is equal to the number of documents m in the corpus. Let

Rj ∈{0,1} j=1. . . m be the bit representation of the jth

element of the vector indicating which is set to 1 if the jth

document is represented by the set of selected features or 0 if

it is not. Let {Ci} be the set of rows indices of rows belonging

to category ci and ∪ represent the bitwise OR operator on

vectors, we define δf as an indicator function to represent

whether adding the feature f to the set of existing features will

result in an addition of information or not. Mathematically,

δf ,i =















1 if





m
∑

j

Ŕj∈{Ci})



where Ŕ = (R ∪ f ) − R

0 otherwise

(10)

When deciding on a new feature, say fi, we consider

both the information content of fi (using the Discriminative

Mutual Information score as described in equation (9) and

the non-redundant content of the feature. The final score is,

therefore, a combination of Equation (9) and Equation (10)

and is given by

δScore (f ) =
[

DMI (f ) ∗ f ,i

]

(11)

C. OVERALL ALGORITHM

In our method, a feature (f) is only selected if adding it

to R will result in new documents getting representation.

FIGURE 1. An example of non-redundant intelligent feature selection.

This guarantees that the new feature being selected in non-

redundant. After selecting this new feature, the feature vector

R is updated to incorporate the new information. Hence, any

new feature fi needs to be compared to only one feature

vector, R, rather than all existing features f1 . . . fi−1, which

significantly speeds up the selection process. Moreover, the

next feature to be selected is based on its DMI score and

its value of δf ,i thus avoiding re-computing the scores of the

remaining features. A comparative analysis with other state-

of-the-art algorithms is given in Table 3 while the algorithm

is given in Table 4.

D. A WORKED EXAMPLE

To better explain the motivation behind our proposed

approach and to help understand the working of the algo-

rithm, we use the following example given in Figure 1. The

matrix D represents a typical document-term matrix and the

vector R represents a bit representation of the documents as

explained previously.

1) The dataset D has 6 documents and 5 features. The

vector R of size 6 × 1 is initialized with all by default

0 values, since none of feature vector has been selected

DMI (f ) =
Ni

∑n
j=1,j 6=i Nj

×
P (f ∧ ci) log2

(

P(f∧ci)
P(f )×P(ci)

)

+ P
(

f̄ ∧ ci
)

log2

(

P(f̄∧ci)
P(f̄ )×P(ci)

)

∑n
j=1,j 6=i P

(

f ∧ cj
)

log2

(

P(f∧cj)
P(f )×P(cj)

)

+ P
(

f̄ ∧ cj
)

log2

(

P(f̄∧cj)
P(f̄ )×P(cj)

) (9)
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TABLE 3. Summary of comparison with other state-of-the-art algorithms.

TABLE 4. Pseudocode for the NRFS algorithm.

yet. At the initial stage, S is also initialized to {ϕ}.

Similarly, S̄ is also initialized to {ϕ}.

2) As a first step, the first feature vector, f1 is selected.

This feature occurs in both document d1 and d5. Hence,

we add to the selected features set S, and set bits 1 and

5 in R to 1.

3) We now consider the next feature with highest MI, f2 for

possible selection. Since f2 only occurs in document d1,

the resultant vector f2+R does not change the previous

value of R. Thus, this feature will be rejected with no

change in R. The feature is added to the set of rejected

features, S̄, for possible selection at a later stage.

4) We repeat the above steps and select features f1, f3 and

f5, each of which occur in at least one new document not

represented previously in R.

E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

In this section, we take a step-by-step look at the compu-

tational complexity of NRFS. In the first step, it will have

same computational complexity as mutual information i.e.

O(mv) where v is total number of feature vectors in data

corpus with m documents. For the sorting step, we may use

either of heapsort or mergesort as both have computational

complexity of O(vlogv). Note that both these steps are also

performed in all the classical mutual information based fea-

ture selection algorithm as well as the higher order feature

selection algorithms. In the feature selection procedure, a

single feature selection takes O(m) because it just needs to

have just one comparison with the vector R, instead of all the

currently selected features S as in [21]. A single selection of

feature vector takes O(m) and for selecting k feature, it will

take O(km). Hence, the overall computational complexity

is computed as O(v) for mutual information computations,

O(vlogv) for sorting algorithm, and O(km) for the comparison

with R for each of the k features. Therefore, the computa-

tional complexity of the MI based classical feature selection

algorithm is given by,

O(vlogv) (12)

since the v ≫ m in most cases. As this is used by all the

algorithms, we ignore this bit and only consider the overhead

cost. The additional term in our algorithm is the feature

comparison, thus giving it a complexity of

O (km) (13)

which is negligible in the overall complexity since k ≪ v

and, therefore, the complexity is comparable to that of the

classical feature selection algorithms (described in Section II,
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subsection B). As can be seen, the computational complexity

is better than either of mRMR, NMIFS, or CFS all of which

have a complexity term of O(mvk2). For MGIG, the compu-

tational complexity is given by O(mvk) since all features are

compared with the virtual feature at each iteration.

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

This section evaluates the performance of the NRFS algo-

rithm and compares it with other state-of-the-art methods.

We provide an empirical analysis of several popular feature

selection techniques employed in text categorization. It is

usually not straight forward to compare which feature selec-

tion technique is better since different feature subsets might

have different inherent characteristics and may be suited for

some particular tasks. As this paper is focused on supervised

feature selection for document classification, we evaluate

the effect of feature selection on text categorization results.

In particular, we generate several data sets with the same char-

acteristics (e.g. number of documents, number of features,

etc.), using different feature selection methods and classify

them using popular supervised classification methods. It is

then possible to evaluate the effect of feature selection based

on the final classification results, since all other parameters

are kept constant.

The evaluation is performed on several key aspects. Firstly,

we explore the behavior of the NRFS technique on several

text categorization datasets. We evaluation the task of text

categorization on 6 datasets, using 5 different number of

selected features and employing 4 categorization techniques

(Section IV, subsection D.1). This will help us analyze the

behavior of the technique with increasing the number of

selected feature set as well as with the complexity of the prob-

lem (in terms of number of document categories). Secondly,

we further compute the results of categorization at the two

extreme ends (with low and high number of features) of the

feature sets and compare the performance with other state-of-

the-art algorithms and on different categorization algorithms

(Section IV, subsection D.2).

To study the robustness of the feature selection techniques,

in particular its resistance to label noise, we design a new set

of experiments where a noise factor is introduced into the

training data. In particular, we are interested in the perfor-

mance of the feature selection techniques in the presence of

label noise, which is a popular form of noise in supervised

learning. We steadily increase the percentage of label noise in

the training data and compute the micro-F1 of the test results.

As previously, we explore by varying the number of selected

features using various feature selection techniques and on dif-

ferent datasets (Section IV, subsection E.2). Finally, we again

test other state-of-the-art algorithms on the same task at

both low and high number of selected features (Section IV,

subsection D.3).

In the following, we first describe the benchmark datasets

used for our evaluation (Section IV, subsectionA), the various

document categorization techniques (Section IV, subsection

B) used, and the performance evaluation criteria (Section IV,

subsection C) before analyzing NRFS and other feature

selection algorithms and evaluation the categorization results

(Section IV, subsection D and Section IV, subsection E).

A. BENCHMARK DATASET

In our experimental study, we employed three popular bench-

mark text corpora, namely the 20Newsgroup1 Reuters303,

and TDT3. To perform a diverse and fair evaluation, we cre-

ate different datasets from these corpora with a mixture of

attributes such as balanced and imbalance datasets, small

and large number of categories, similar and different topics,

etc. The datasets were pre-processed to remove stop words,

perform stemming, and converted to lower case.

The 20Newsgroup corpus is also a well-known corpus

that has nearly 20,000 document samples, divided evenly

into 20 classes corresponding to news items collected over a

period of time. Interesting subsets from this corpus have been

used in the literature, for instance, by fixing the number of

documents and varying the number of categories. We choose

popular subsets used in the literature [10], [11], [34], [35],

namely M2, M5 and M10 corresponding to 2, 5 and 10 cat-

egories of the 20Newsgroup corpus. The overall vocabulary,

after pre-processing is 111,868 words. The number of docu-

ments is fixed at 500 and M2, M5, and M10 have 250, 100,

and 50 documents per class. For each dataset, we created

10 different subsets to reduce any bias. For instance, for the

M2 dataset, we randomly select 250 documents each from

1000 documents related to Middle East politics and world

politics respectively. This is repeated 10 times to generate

10 different M2 subsets.

The TDT corpus is one of the newly designed corpus which

comprises text data from different news channels and news-

groups. It has a vocabulary of approximately 57,000 words.

We create a subset from this corpus having 20 classes and

75 documents each and used the same pre-processing as

before. All of M2, M5, M10, and TDT are balanced datasets

in that they have equal documents per class but with varying

number of classes. The M10 and TDT having higher number

of classes present a challenging task since the number of

documents per class decrease.

For a detailed comparison, we also use imbalanced datasets

in our experiments. The Reuters-21578 corpus is one of the

most acknowledged dataset and contains documents collected

from the Reuters newswire in 1987. In the original dataset,

some of the documents belong to different categories from a

total of 135 categories. We discarded documents belonging to

different categories and were left with only 66 categories with

total vocabulary of 35247. The dataset is highly imbalanced

since different categories contain vastly different number of

documents. The largest category has 3923 documents while

the smallest 23 categories have less than 10 documents.

We used a popular variant of this corpus by selecting the top

30 categories referred to as the Reuters30 dataset.

1http://qwone.com/∼jason/20Newsgroups/
3https://sites.google.com/site/fawadsyed/datasets
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The IMB20 is a second imbalanced dataset created from

the 20Newsgroup corpus. As before, we use the same steps to

generate this highly skewed dataset. An arithmetic sequence

of 21 entries is generated between 0 – 1 and assigned to each

category (except 0). These entries are then used as sampling

probabilities to randomly select documents for each category

which form the new dataset. The datasets use a 50–50 split for

training and testing. In order to avoid any bias, the experiment

is repeated 10 times, each time selecting the training and test

documents at random and we report the mean F1 score from

these 10 runs.

B. CLASSIFIERS

To avoid any bias introduced by a classier towards a par-

ticular feature selection method, we employ 4 popularly

used classifiers including Naïve Bayesian Classifier, Sup-

port Vector Machine, k-Nearest Neighbours andMultinomial

logistic regression-based classification. These approaches

were selected since they have been used in the literature,

are readily available and also do not use sophisticated

approaches that could bias our results. For example, link

based classifiers such as [11], [36] that could bias towards

the non-redundancy characteristics by exploiting word-word

associations, and [37], [38] that incorporate feature selection

into the categorization process.

Naïve Bayesian classifier [39] uses posterior probability

through Bayes formula to classify a document sample. It is

a simple but effective classifier which assumes that the pres-

ence or absence of a particular feature is unrelated to the pres-

ence or absence of any other feature, given the class variable.

Documents are classified by computing their probability of

being in any one of the given categories and assigned to the

category having maximum probability.

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [9] is a popular and

powerful classifier which performs binary classification (data

having 2 categories) by finding a maximal marginal hyper

plane in the data, based on the training data. Since SVM basi-

cally works for binary class data, we have implemented multi

class SVM by using a well-known one-vs-rest approach [40].

We use the linear kernel and keep the default parameters (such

as soft margin) in Matlab.

k- Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is one of the most used

classifiers that is based on finding distances between vec-

tors. It classifies documents on the basis of their nearest

k-neighbors2 in the training data. The category of the test

vector is then decided using a majority voting. We used the

Cosine similarity measure as it has been shown to give good

results for document classification [11], primarily since it

normalizes the vector (document) length.

Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) [41] is a classi-

fication technique for multiclass prediction. The categorical

dependent data is modeled as a combination of the indepen-

dent variables (attributes) and the class of the test data is

2Not to be confused with the parameter k used for the number of selected
features earlier.

determined using a probabilistic approach. MLR is a multi-

class extension of the logistic regression model. We use the

implementation available in Matlab R© using default values.

C. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

To evaluate our algorithm in comparison to other methodolo-

gies, we employ to popularly used F1 measure. The F1 mea-

sure uses both the precision and the recall. Precision is the

ratio of the correct results (true positives) to all results pre-

dicted as correct (true positives + false positives). Recall is

the ratio of the correct results (true positives) to the actual

number of true results. The F1 measure is then computed as

theHarmonicmean of precision and recall. The F1measure is

a fairly good measure of performance since it measures how

many documents were correctly classified where a value of

0 indicates a bad classification while a value of 1 indicates

a perfect classification. Note that for uni-labeled data (one

document can belong to only one class), the precision and

recall values are equal and the F1 measure is, therefore,

equivalent to the accuracy measure.

The F1 score is further computed in 2 ways. TheMacroAv-

eragedF1 score simply treats each category as having equal

number of documents (irrespective of their actual sizes). It is

basically the degree of agreement of the observed labels and

the actual labels or the percentage of number of correctly

classified data to total classified data. TheMacroAveragedF1,

or shortened toMacroF1, is given by

MacroF1 =

∑n
i=1

2×pi×ri
pi+ri

n
(14)

where pi and ri are the precision and recall values of category

i respectively, and n is the number of categories. In the case

where the category is imbalanced, a secondmeasure known as

the MicroAveragedF1 (or simplyMicroF1) is preferred since

it takes the difference sizes of the categories into account. The

MicroF1 score is given by

MicroF1 =
2 ×

∑n
i=1 tpi

∑n
i=1 (tpi+fpi)

×
∑n

i=1 tpi
∑n

i=1 (tpi+fni)
∑n

i=1 tpi
∑n

i=1 (tpi+fpi)
+

∑n
i=1 tpi

∑n
i=1 (tpi+fni)

(15)

where tpi, fpi, and fni are the true positive, false positive, and

false negative values respectively for the category i.

D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We use the datasets generated in Section IV, subsection A

as our benchmark dataset and perform several experiments

to analyze the behavior of our algorithm. We design our

experiments to study the behavior of the proposed feature

selection technique by comparing the micro and macro F1

scores of the different classifiers on different datasets under

varying settings. The details of our results and subsequent

discussion is given in the following sub-sections.

1) EFFECT OF NUMBER OF FEATURES ON NRFS

In this experiment, we consider the case where the number

of categories is fixed for each dataset while the number of
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TABLE 5. Average Micro-F1 score for 10 experiments on varying number of features using NRFS.

features vary from 500 to 2500 at intervals of 500. Therefore,

for the same number of documents, we use NRFS to select

increasing number of features. This series of experiments

is aimed at exploring the behavior of the NRFS technique

with increasing number of features and also to test which

of the classification techniques performs better. We used the

NRFS to select features by selecting the datasets at random

and applied the classification algorithm to get the Micro-

F1 value (macro-F1 scores are given in Appendix for imbal-

anced dataset). Each experiment is repeated 10 and we report

the average and standard deviation values. The results are

shown in Table 5.

From the table, we observe the following. Firstly, as can

be expected, the datasets with the lower number of categories

result in higher micro-F1 values (M2 over M5 and M10).

Secondly, as given by the average results in the last 3 rows,

using kNN and SVM gave better results than NB irrespective

of the number of features chosen, with kNN giving slightly

better averages over SVM. One important observation, how-

ever, is that just using 500 features resulted in an equal

of better micro-F1value as compared to higher number of

features in most of the cases. This result may at first seems a

little strange given that usuallymicro-F1values either remains

stable or increase (initially) with higher number of features

being selected. One possible explanation of this is that the

proposedNRFS algorithm selects themost informative (using

the modified MI score) and non-redundant features, thus

providing coverage to all training documents with a small

number of features.

Another interesting observation is the results obtained

using MLR which gives quite low micro-F1 values as com-

pared to other algorithms. This may be due to the nature of

the data since textual data is usually very sparse and using

a generative model might not necessarily be a good thing.

Naïve Bayesian treats features independently, therefore, two

features that are highly correlated to a given label but also

to each other will both get a high weight. In the case of

MLR, however, since features are considered to be dependent,

the weights are adjusted accordingly. This may not fare well

since a test data might only contain a subset of the correlated

features (due to the sparse nature of the data). Besides, and as

discussed in [42], NB may outperform LR (and consequently

MLR) when the training data is small. Our results are consis-

tent with these observations.

As discussed in Section III, subsection B, if the number of

selected features is less than the desired number of features

and all training documents have been represented, the rest of

the features are selected using the criteria of MI. Therefore,

selecting fewer but non-redundant and highly discriminatory

features yield higher micro-F1values, which may actually

decrease as increasing the number of features will lead to

features with lower MI score being selected. We shall further
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discuss this aspect when we compare the results obtained

using NRFS and other techniques in the next section.

2) COMPARISON OF NRFS WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES

In this experiment, we analyze the performance of NRFS

to those of other state-of-the-art feature selection techniques

commonly employed for text categorization. We compare the

performance of NRFS with 6 other feature selection tech-

niques namely MI, IG, mRMR, MGIG, CFS, and BIGFS

(see Section II for description of techniques). We consider

the two extreme cases of 500 and 2500 features respectively

and plot the micro-F1values on all the 5 datasets and using

all 4 classifiers. This results in 240 experimental values and

is shown in Figure 2.

For more complex datasets such as theM10, Reuters30 and

TDT (having 10, 30 and 20 classes respectively), we can see

that NRFS performs quite well. It significantly outperforms

the classical methods (MI and IG) and also realize better

micro-F1values than more sophisticated algorithms (MGIG,

mRMR and CFS) and 500 features, as shown in Figure 2.

For the other classifiers, NRFS is comparable or better than

all other algorithms, with the exception of NB where mRMR

yields slightly better results. Using 500 features, NRFS gives

an average micro-F1 (over all 5 datasets) of 0.82, 0.81 and

0.72 for kNN, SVM and NB as compared to the second

best technique (mRMR) having 0.77,0.81 and 0.74 and much

better than the baseline MI technique that yields 0.53, 0.51

and 0.42, respectively.

For the complex dataset (having many categories) and

when using a small number of feature set, NFRS ensures

both that the features are highly discriminatory in nature

(due to the modified MI criteria) and diverse (covering new,

previously not represented documents). The former helps the

classifier into building a strong classification model, while

the later ensures that documents in the test data are better rep-

resented. Since textual data is sparse, a diversified feature set

helps in unseen documents having more non-zero elements in

their document vectors. Another important observation here

is seen when the number of features are increased to 2500.

As the number of features selected increases, NRFS becomes

more and closer to using MI since, one all documents in the

training datasets have been represented by some features,

the rest of the features are chosen on the MI scores. It is

also interesting to note that with increasing features, the more

advanced but also computationally expensive algorithms,

mRMR and MGIG, report better micro-F1values for higher

number of features. This can be attributed to the fact that

while NRFS simply adds the features based on MI scores,

these techniques continue to search for new features that bring

least redundancy as compared to the existing feature set.

E. ROBUSTNESS OF THE FEATURE SELECTION

ALGORITHM

As discussed in Section I, it is often difficult to obtain com-

pletely reliable labels both in terms of their label accura-

cies and outliers. In order to analyze the robustness of the

different selection techniques, we introduce label noise into

our datasets and re-run the experiments to compare the

robustness of the different techniques. In our case, we con-

sider noise with no known distribution or prior knowledge

i.e. neither the percentage of noise, nor the category-wise

presence is known.Our aim is to evaluate the robustness of the

proposed as well as other state-of-the-art approaches to label

noise. In the following sections, we describe the process of

introducing label noise and test the robustness of the feature

selection algorithms to label noise.

1) NOISE INSERTION IN TARGET LABELS

To test the effect of noise on our proposed NRFS method,

we create a modified version of the datasets used previously,

ensuring we use the same training/test split. More precisely,

we introduce random label noise into the dataset by keeping

the original document term matrix as it is, but randomly

changing the category labels of some of the document with

a certain probability, p. Noise is inserted using a normal

distribution and is not category specific, i.e. a 5% noisemeans

5% of the total training documents have been intentionally

mislabeled using existing labels. For instance, a document

belonging to category 3 in the M5 dataset (with 5 classes) has

been mislabeled as 1, 2, 4 or 5. We create 4 different noise

levels by varying the amount of inaccurate labels creating

datasets with 5, 10, 15 and 20 percent label noise. To generate

different a noise level, we vary the value of p as given below.

1. Let Y be a m×1 vector having target labels cj, where

j ∈1. . . n

2. For each document label cj corresponding to document Yi,

generate a random number x.

if x ≤ p

set Yi = cl where i 6= l

else

Yi = cj

2) RESULTS OF FEATURE SELECTION WITH LABEL NOISE

To evaluate the robustness of the algorithm to label noise,

we use the same datasets as before. We fix the number of

features to be selected at 500 and introduce varying per-

centage of label noise in the training dataset by setting the

value of p from 5% to 20% with steps of 5%. We select

the desired number of features using the different feature

selection techniques and test their classification accuracy.

We then use the NRFS algorithm to select the features and use

kNN, Naïve Bayesian, SVM and MLR classifiers as before

to classify the test dataset. The results corresponding to the

micro-F1 scores are presented in Table 5 (macro-F1 scores

for imbalanced datasets are given in Appendix ).

We would like to mention here that there exist several clas-

sification algorithms that have been specifically developed

for handling label noise. For instance, the authors in [43]

have proposed an algorithm that handles label noise explicitly

while trying to learn from the training dataset. Similarly,
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of Micro-F1 values for NRFS with other feature selection methods for different number of features.

there exists techniques that can be used to reduce the effect

of label noise by pre-processing the data or by employing

several algorithms to independently classify the data, and

then using a consensus approach to form the final classifi-

cation. These techniques, for instance, boosting and bagging,

ensemble methods, etc., can be used to reduce the effects that

label noise might have on a single algorithm. In this paper,

however, we avoid these algorithms since we are primarily

concerned with the task of feature selection and would like

to analyze its effect on document classification. Employing
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TABLE 6. Micro-average F1 score in the presence of label noise (500 features) for NRFS.

these sophisticatedmethods wouldmake it harder to study the

effect resulting from the feature selection process and might

be influenced by the pre-processing steps or the classifiers.

Hence, we used the same standard pre-processing steps and

classifiers as previously. Interested readers may refer to [23]

for a recent, comprehensive survey on classification in the

presence of label noise.

We re-ran the experiments on the different datasets with

varying amounts of label noise. As previously, we create

10 sets for each dataset by randomly selecting the documents

and report the averagemicro-F1 values. The results are shown

in Table 6. Firstly, in the M2 dataset with only two classes,

we observe that using NRFS the results remains fairly good

and accurate even with up to 15% label noise. Even with

higher number of categories, the results are quite stable and

only after introducing 20% noise does the micro-F1 value

shows a decline, except in case of dataset TDT in which again

stable results can be observed. Secondly, the effect of noise

is also dependent on the classifier.

The kNN classifier, for instance, uses the top k nearest

neighbors to decide the class of a test document. It is reason-

able to assume that, in the presence of label noise, the dis-

tribution of features occurring in the mislabeled data will

be disturbed. Features that were very informative (occurred

in mostly a single category) will now be distributed across

different categories. The modified MI measure used by the

proposed algorithm will result in a lower score for such fea-

tures, thereby reducing their chance of being selected. Hence,

those features that mainly occur in a single category, i.e.

features that are both informative and occur in the correctly

labeled documents, will tend to be selected. This, in turn, will

result in documents with the correct labels getting chosen as

the nearest neighbors.

Sophisticated algorithms such as SVM, on the other hand,

use the training data to create a hyperplane. Mislabeling

the training data would have an effect on the support vec-

tors, and hence, the learned hyperplane weights. This prob-

lem is compounded when using multiple hyperplanes for

multi-class classification. This effect is also reflected in our

results and the micro-F1 scores using SVM show a relatively

significant impact with the introduction of label noise, except

in case of M2 where SVM shows better performance than

the other two classifiers. Similarly, the Naïve Bayes classi-

fier uses probability, which may also be affected by label

noise.

Furthermore, we compare the impact of noise when using

the other feature selection methods – MI, IG, mRMR and

MGIG. We plot the micro-F1 values for the 2 boundary

cases of 5% and 20% noise (where the micro-F1 score starts

decreasing).

The results are shown in Figure 3. Using NRFS, the results

are significantly better than the traditional techniques such as

MI and IG. The same is true of the other higher-order feature

selection algorithms – mRMR and MGIG. When comparing

NRFS to the other higher order algorithms, the proposed

NRFS technique is seen to be slightly less accurate in datasets

with a smaller number of categories. However, it significantly

outperforms all algorithms for the M10, Reuters and TDT

datasets having 10, 30 and 20 categories respectively. Thus,

as seen previously, NRFS better selects the feature set when

the number of categories is higher making it more robust to

introducing label noise.
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of NRFS with other feature selection methods at different label noise levels.
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As previously, the result when using kNN is higher than the

other two classifiers, while SVM also outperforms the NB

approach. The mRMR algorithms gives better performance

for lower number of categories, while NRFS is comparable

to the MGIG feature selection method.

F. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF NRFS

Finally, we show the computational behavior when using our

NRFS algorithm. As mentioned in Section III, subsection E,

the time complexity of NRFS is dependent on the number

of selected features and the number of documents since each

feature require comparison with a vector of size m×1, where

m is the number documents. All experiments were performed

using a Core 2 Duo machine running Windows 8 R©with 2GB

of memory. The results are shown in Figure 4 below.

The baseline algorithms MI, IG, BIGFS have similar time

complexities (see Section III, subsection D) but give a much

lower micro-F1value. MGIG, while an improvement over MI

and IG, also results in lower micro-F1values as compared

to NRFS (note that MGIG has a higher complexity than

NRFS). The interesting comparison here is between the pro-

posed NRFS and the mRMR (and CFS, which has similar

complexity) algorithm as these are the two best performing

algorithms.We ignore the time to calculate theMI score since

it is used by all the algorithms. The results are averages over

10 runs and show the time needed to select the features once

the score has been computed and the features sorted. It is

evident that the time taken using NRFS is significantly lower

than the time taken by the mRMR algorithm and only slightly

higher than the base line MI based method (since the running

time shown here is in additional to using MI, we assume

a constant zero for using MI). In comparison, the gain in

micro-F1score when using NRFS as compared to simple MI

is significant as seen in the previous sections.

The mRMR criteria, while also resulting in a better micro-

F1 score than MI and, when the number of features are

higher, than NRFS too, comes at a high computational cost.

At each iteration, new features need to be compared to all

existing features for MI. Even using a smart implementation,

where the results of previous comparisons are stored, the time

complexity is still very high. In our case, the total number of

training data features, v, is roughly 63,000. In most medium

to large size text corpora, these features easily run into the

hundreds of thousands which will further increase the time

complexity of mRMR.

G. SIGNIFICANCE TEST

Finally, we perform a significance test to validate the superi-

ority of using NRFS as compared to other tested methods.

This test is necessary to indicate the statistical superiority

of an algorithm compared to other techniques. For instance,

since data is selected at random to generate training and test

partitions, it is possible that one feature selection algorithm

could perform better in one test but worse in the other. In our

results, we used a paired sample t-test which is used to

determine whether there is a significant difference between

FIGURE 4. Time taken to select features using NRFS and mRMR selection
criteria (seconds).

the average values of the same measurement made under two

different conditions (algorithms). The test is based on the

paired differences between the distributions of the accuracy

values produced by the two algorithms being compared. The

usual null hypothesis is that the difference in their mean

values is zero while the alternate hypothesis is that they

belong to different distributions.

We chose the SVM classifier for this test as it is amongst

the most frequently used classification technique. More-

over, the results presented in the earlier sections also show

that SVM gives the best overall accuracy values across the

datasets and, therefore, is the classifier of choice for classify-

ing data. The accuracy value is noted for each of the algorithm

on the same dataset repeatedly to form the two distributions.

The results are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. We test the

hypothesis at α =0.05 meaning that a p-value less than

0.05 denotes a rejection of the null hypothesis with smaller

values signifying a strong rejection. The t-value represents

the difference between the distributions in units of standard

error, i.e. a higher value denotes a strong rejection of the

null hypothesis. We can see that in all the cases, the results

generated by NRFS are statistically significant meaning that

the null hypothesis is rejected except in the case of mRMR.

Even then, in the case of noise, the results generated by NRFS

are both higher and statistically significant. Moreover, since

mRMR takes a lot more time to execute as seen previously

(Figure 4), we can ignore this value.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel feature selection

technique that is based on the score-based feature selection

method using mutual information. Our experiments using

benchmark datasets and standard classifiers show that NRFS

outperforms the traditional MI feature selection as well as a

more sophisticated MRMR and MGIG techniques in most of

the datasets tested. Moreover, the proposed NRFS algorithm

has been shown to be more robust to label noise. From our

results, NRFS gives a higher level of micro-F1measure when
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TABLE 7. NRFS vs other algorithms on different Datasets (using SVM, 500 features, and 0% noise).

TABLE 8. NRFS significance with other using different datasets (using SVM, 500 features, and 20 % noise).

TABLE 9. Average Macro-F1 score by varying number of features using
NRFS.

the selected feature set is small, since we guarantee that

each incoming feature is both highly discriminative and non-

redundant, covering all documents in the training data.

Themodified scoring criterion is not only limited to feature

section but can also be used in other areas of research, for

instance in term weighting schemes. We have shown that this

criterion outperforms the simple average or maximummutual

information between a feature and all categories. Moreover,

the non-redundant feature selection heuristic proposed in this

paper has an advantage over existing techniques such as the

MRMR and MGIG. The feature selection criteria of NRFS

is much more efficient making it capable of handling large

amounts of data while maintaining the same accuracy as the

other mentioned techniques.

As a future work, we intend to extend this algorithm to

deal with the task of multi-label classification, where the

statistical co-occurrence relation when selecting new features

TABLE 10. Average Macro-F1 score by varying Noise factor of features
using NRFS.

could potentially be exploited to determine the multiple cat-

egories to which a document belongs. We are also pursuing

the ideas presented in this paper as a term weighting scheme

in document classification to increase the micro-F1 score of

a classifier when using the vector space model.

APPENDIX

See tables 7–10.
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